The relevance feedback process in content-based image retrieval is generally treated as a classification problem, where the small sample size learning difficulty and the fast response requirement make it difficult for most classifiers to achieve a satisfying performance. In this paper, we incorporate the stochastic classifier ensemble method as a solution to alleviate this problem. In particular, the random subspace method is adopted in relevance feedback process to both improve the retrieval accuracy and decrease the processing time. Experimental results on 5,000 images demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
INTRODUCTION
Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) is becoming more important with the increasing amount of images that can be accessed. In CBIR context, an image is represented by a low-level visual feature vector, which can be viewed as a point in high-dimensional feature space. However the gap between high-level semantics and low-level features limits the effectiveness of CBIR systems. To bridge this gap, relevance feedback is introduced into CBIR systems [13, 14] .
Generally the relevant feedback process can be treated as a learning and classification problem [1, 6, 9] , and is usually viewed as a binary classification case. During the feedback process, a classifier is constructed using the feedback images labeled by users, and classifies all the images in the database into two class-the required images ("relevant" class), and the rest images ("irrelevant" class).
There are two special difficulties for CBIR classifiers: one is the small training set size, the other is the fast response requirement. The training samples are the labeled images from user's feedback, and are usually too few compared with the feature dimension and the whole database size. Most classifiers are weak and unstable in such cases [10] . More over, the CBIR system must give out the online retrieval result with a tolerable time cost. Thus, too complicated classifier will not be practical.
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The stochastic discrimination (SD) theory [2] gives a solution to alleviate the above difficulties, which combines several stochastically created component classifiers with weak discriminant power to generate a strong classifier with nearly monotonic accuracy increase [8] . Random Subspace Method (RSM) is one of the SD methods based on a stochastic feature space subsampling process [7] . RSM is very suitable for small sample learning problems, and for practical application that needs fast learning [4] . Thus, RSM is very suitable for enhancing CBIR classifiers.
In this paper we incorporate RSM into the relevance feedback process to improve the retrieval performance. To make the underlying SD theory play, the component classifier should satisfy the projectability, enrichment and uniformity conditions. In our system, support vector machine (SVM) is adopted as the component classifier to satisfy the projectability and enrichment requirements, because of its large margin characteristic with good generalization ability, and its advantage for small sample learning. And based on the analysis of characteristic of CBIR training set, a sample re-weighting mechanism is proposed to promote the uniformity condition. Experimental results on 5,000 images show that the proposed method can achieve significant performance improvement with a decreased processing time.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Since the SVM Active feedback mechanism [6] is adopted in our system, Section 2 formulates our problem and introduces the SVM Active classifier. In Section 3 we introduce the SD theory briefly and describe our method in detail. Experimental results are presented in Section 4. Finally, we give our conclusion in Section 5.
RELATED WORK
Assume that in CBIR system, the M images in the database are denoted by X = [x 1 , . . . ,
T , which is a point in d-dimensional feature space, x i ∈ F d . The relevance feedback process of SVM Active is as follows. In feedback round t, we have a training set S
t . An SVM classifier is constructed over S t , which then classifies images X in the database, and outputs a set of distance
denotes the distance of image x i to the decision boundary (D t (i) > 0 represents "relevant", and D t (i) < 0 represents "irrelevant"). This classifier construction and classification process is denoted by D t = C (S t , X) in rest of this paper. The retrieval result is R t , called return set, which is formed by images with largest D t (i) > 0. If user doesn't satisfy with R t , images with smallest |D t (i)| forms a label set, L t+1 , for user to label. The label result is Y = {y i , i= 1, . . . , M}, where y i = 1 if x i is "relevant", y i = −1 otherwise. Then we update S t+1 = S t L t+1 and go to next feedback round. User provides one query image x q to start the query, and L 1 is randomly selected from database. The initial training set is S 1 = L 1 {x q }.
RELEVANCE FEEDBACK USING RSM

Stochastic Discrimination
The stochastic discrimination theory constructs an ensemble classifier by many stochastically created weak component classifiers, and theoretically predicts that if the component classifiers satisfy the three conditions, namely, projectability, enrichment and uniformity, the accuracy of the ensemble classifier will increase monotonically as the number of component classifiers increases. Enrichment requires that the component classifiers have the error rate of no more than 0.5, and projectability refers that the classifier has generalization ability to unseen samples (test set). Uniformity means that for any two unseen positive (negative) samples, the number of component classifiers which classify each of them into the positive (negative) class is identical. Actually it is quite easy for most classifiers to meet the enrichment and projectability requirement, but strict uniformity condition is difficult to obtain. In [5] theoretical analysis and experiments show that satisfactory results can be attained with approximate uniformity setting. Boosting algorithm [12] is used as a uniformity forcing method in [3] , which iteratively modifies training set's distribution to emphasize"hard" samples (the samples misclassified by earlier classifiers). Although the hypothesis fusion strategy of boosting is not relevant under SD's paradigm, its sample re-weighting mechanism provides an approach toward promoting uniformity. In our system, RSM is incorporated to enhance the retrieval performance. We use SVM as the component classifier, which fits the projectability and enrichment conditions. The sample re-weighting mechanism of boosting is adopted as the uniformity promoting method. Now we describe our enhancing scheme in detail.
The Combination Scheme
RSM relies on a parallel stochastic process which creates stochastic training sets by sampling on feature space F d .
Assume that in each feedback round, totally n en component classifiers will be combined. The ensemble mechanism of RSM in the relevance feedback process can be described as follows. For the k-th component classifier, the system randomly selects d r feature axes from F d , and forms a d r -dimensional feature subspace F dr . Then it projects S
According to this ensemble D t , R t and L t+1 are selected following the criterion of SVM Active : R t is formed by images with largest D t > 0, L t+1 is formed by images with smallest |D t |. RSM is suitable for enhancing small sample size learning cases. This can be intuitively explained as the random subspace method actually constructs each classifier in a lower dimensional feature space with the training sample size unchanged, then the ratio of training sample size versus feature dimensionality increases compared with original training set, and better performance may be achieved. More over, RSM can alleviate the curse of dimensionality, and can take advantage of high dimensionality. Also, it is a parallel algorithm which can be processed by parallel computation method, thus is suitable for cases with fast learning requirement. All these characteristics make RSM fit for enhancing CBIR classifiers.
Uniformity Promoting
The central idea of sample re-weighting in boosting algorithm gives a way for uniformity promoting. Here we realize the sample re-weighting target by sampling method. If a training sample is important, we generate more samples around it. This can be viewed as another way to re-weight the training samples.
Suppose in feedback round t (t > 1), the training set for the previous t−1 round is S t−1 , and the classification result of the ensemble classifier in t−1 round is D t−1 (generated by Eqn(1)). L t is the label set selected according to D t−1 . Define the important set for feedback round t as:
Eqn (2) indicates that, besides the training samples misclassified by the previous classifiers, the newly labeled "relevant" samples are also contained in T t . This is because we have a training set whose size is increasing during the feedback rounds, and newly labeled training samples should also be weighted. Since in the CBIR context, the "relevant" images usually share some semantic cues which reflect the query concept, while the "irrelevant" ones come from different semantic categories and have little correlation. The "relevant" images are important to grasp user's query concept, and need to be emphasized.
Then the updated training set is given by:
Pseudo-code for the proposed classifier ensemble method is given in Fig.1 .
Initialize: Get the user's query image x q , randomly select L 1 from the database, and set S 1 = L 1 {x q } Recursion: for each feedback round t 1. if t = 1, construct D t = C (S t , X), go to step 5 2. Uniformity promoting • Calculate T t by Eqn(2) (1) 5. Get R t and L t+1 . If user satisfy with R t , stop; otherwise, label L t+1 , go to next round 
EXPERIMENTS
The proposed method is evaluated on 5,000 real world images from 50 semantic categories, with 100 images for each category. All the images are collected from Corel CDs. The influence of different d r and n en are also investigated. The low-level features used in the experiment are the color coherence in HSV color space, the first three color moments in LUV color space, the directionality texture, and the coarseness vector texture, which comprise a 155-dimensional feature space in total. Details about these features can be found in [11] . Assume that the user is looking for one semantic category in each query session, and will perform 5 rounds of feedback. In each round |L t | = 10. The initialization of our algorithm is similar to that of SVM Active (Fig.1) . The performance measurement used is the average top-k precision:
Each result listed in the experiments is the average result of 500 independent search processes. The kernel function for SVM is RBF kernel: K (x, x i ) = exp − ||x − x i | | 2 /f , where f is the dimensionality of x.
Comparison with SVM Active
To show the performance improvement achieved by our enhancing method , the proposed method is compared with the SVM Active algorithm in this experiment. We fix d r = 60, n en = 2 here. Fig.2 (a) gives the average P 20 of these two algorithms after 5 rounds of feedback, and Fig.2 (b) lists their corresponding time cost. The figures indicate that the precision curve of our method is above the corresponding one of SVM Active , which means that our method can consistently improve the retrieval performance. The precision improvements achieved after the feedback round 3, 4 and 5 are 9.45%, 8.84% and 8.72% respectively. Note that the results listed are for n en = 2. That is, we only construct two SVM classifiers during each feedback round, and each classifier is constructed over a feature subspace with a dimensionality less than half of the original space. Thus our method costs less time than original SVM Active in this parameter setting. This experiment shows that the proposed enhancing algorithm can achieve better retrieval results within a shorter processing time. 
The Influence of d r and n en
To test the influence of d r and n en on the retrieval performance, we first fix n en = 2 and let d r change from 50 to 90, then fix d r = 60 and let n en change from 2 to 6. Table 1 and  2 show the average P 20 of these two cases respectively, and the corresponding time cost. The tables indicate that, when n en is fixed, the retrieval result gets better as d r increases when d r ≤ 70, and attains a maximum when d r = 70. The time cost also increases as d r increases. Also, when d r is fixed, the precision increase when more component classifiers are combined, so is time cost. Thus, there is a trade off between the processing time and precision achieved. If we want more accurate result, more component classifiers should be combined. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, the random subspace method is incorporated into the relevance feedback rounds to improve the retrieval result and decrease processing time cost. The SVM classifier is selected to be the component classifier to fit the projectability and enrichment requirement for SD theory, and a sample re-weighting method is proposed to promote uniformity for our algorithm. The mechanism of SVM Active is also adopted in our system. Experiments on 5,000 images show that the proposed method can achieve accuracy improvement with less processing time.
